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AMERICHEM INTRODUCES VERSATILE eCAP™ HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPOUNDS FOR
BUILDING PRODUCTS APPLICATIONS
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO (FEBRUARY 27, 2014) – Americhem Inc., a global provider of custom color
and additive solutions for polymer-based products, introduces eCap™ high-performance compounds, the
next evolution of enhanced pre-color capstock compounds for decking, fencing and other building products
applications.

eCap is engineered to provide convenience and versatility to profile extruders with its ability to be
customized to improve the performance of building products. Available in a variety of m aterial blends,
including PVC, ASA, PM M A, PE, and others, eCap high-performance compounds allow customers to
select key attributes required for the desired aesthetic and physical performance for every application.
“We’re excited to continue to expand our core competencies with the next evolution of capstock compounds
for co-extruded profile technologies,” said Mike Fair, Americhem’s market segment manager for architecture.
“Our new eCap high-performance compounds provide our customers with the same quality they’re used to
receiving with our masterbatch products, but with the convenience of a compound.”

All eCap products feature highly weatherable color, enhanced dimensional stability and outstanding
durability. The compounds can be formulated for impact resistance, scratch and mar endurance, adhesion
of cap to substrates, improved resistance to moisture whitening and the potential for a Class A fire rating.
eCap solutions can also be combined with Americhem’s nGrain ® sim ulated w oodgrain effects for a
natural aesthetic in com bination w ith eCap’s other key attributes.

For more information about eCap high-performance compounds, contact Scott Blanchard at
sblanchard@americhem.com.
Share:
Please feel free to use the posts below to share this news on your social media channels.

Facebook
#AmerichemInc introduces eCap high-performance compounds engineered for convenience and versatility
in any building product application. Learn more: http://bit.ly/1frLNps.
Tweet the News
New #eCap compounds from #AmerichemInc offer convenience & versatility for building product
applications. http://bit.ly/1frLNps

About Americhem
Americhem is a global organization that delivers custom color and additive solutions for customers seeking
superior performance and batch-to-batch consistency for their polymer products. The company specializes
in color and additive masterbatches, and single pigment dispersions, all backed by complete technical
support that ensures quality, reliability and value. Americhem operates eight manufacturing plants and also
maintains a representative sales office in Luxembourg and Monterrey, Mexico. Central Research &
Development facilities and headquarters are located in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio. For more information visit
Americhem.com or call 800.228.3476.
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